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13: Containers in trash room have lids, however they are being stored behind trash can. 
*15: Chemical spray bottle with blue liquid inside not labeled 4 th floor. Chemicals stored beside cups on housekeepers 
cart located  on 3 rd floor. 
*15: Spray bittle with pink liquid inside on housekeepers cart not labeled. 
*19: Propane tank for grill stored in electrical room located on the first floor. 
25: Bottom of tub in room 317 is damaged. 
33: Hair on fitted sheet in room 314. 
35: Back of chair damaged in room 417.  
35: Ironing board cover on ironing board in room 110 has a hole on it where foam is showing through. 
36: Carpet dirty on first and second floor. 
36: Floors in trash room are very sticky. 
*42: All dishware is not being pulled after guest check out and washed in dishwasher, santized, and then air dried. Food 
debi was observed on fork, hair and dust was observed on bowl, and few short glasses were observed dirty room 316. 
Asked two employees what they do with dishware after guest check out, they stated they wash dishes in dish machine 
then dry them and place them  back in the storage area. Full bottles of sanitizer were observed on housekeepers carts, 
but no test strips were observed on carts except for one that was water damaged. Proceedures for cleaning food 
contact surfaces were not observed on carts either. Discussed the proper way to clean dishware in guestrooms after 
they check out.   Due to this item being marked on three consecutive inspection reports on a row, permit will be up for 
revocation.

Rif -4°F, Ric 36°F 412, 417, 317, 314, 203, 110, 109, A follow up inspection will be performed within 10 days to verify 
compliance of all critical item violations.
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